
Clean Energy Committee  11/14/14 

1st Hearing of the Academic Year 

Present: Thomas Mercado, Jeanne Rynne, Jesse Honiker, Nicholas Wooten, Yesha 
Maggi, Paisley Gallagher, Rhianna Hruska, Joe Martino 

Proposal: 

Joe Martino from RAD Services invoice 

Install South Sound Solar panels 

-wireless router to access information online (data collection set) 

-panels in WA, compare panels, any issues with panels 

-wants to make solar project available to faculty to incorporate the solar classes 

-South Sound Solar will not track data, but will get email alerts about any info that 
may pose issues and call to check in 

-clean panel every six months (RAD) 

-sales tax not mentioned (can potentially be about $60 more than invoice) 

-can website label site as Evergreen State College on map (password protected) 

-installed by South Sound Solar, maintained by RAD 

-solar exposure on campus to see where to get most out of the money 

-flyers as an idea of increasing visibility (like flyers or green-screens each month) 

-RAD could post on Greener Commons or make their blog more visible 

-links to evergreen.edu/sustainability 

-enhances ideas that have been previously funded 

-budgeted for $17, 000 for the school year 

-South Sound Solar founded by an Evergreen Alumni 

Motion to Fund the Project 

Current Projects: 

-Bats at the Farm 

-Solar Analysis at Evergreen 

Sustainable Policy Group: 



-Proposal: once a week meetings that bring students together to discuss policy 
recommendations that could improve aspects of campus 

-platform to name any ideas 

-encourage facts behind what needs to change (statistics/pros & cons) 

-policies could go towards next CAP that gets written up 

-could talk to people in WASHPIRG, GSU, or faculty 

-look at current policies and where they came from 

AASHE 2014 in Portland, OR 

-Nick: valued the opportunity to talk to people from other institutions 

 -policy group idea mentioned in AASHE presentations 

 -connect with people on a broader scale  various interests in one 

-Paisley: education to schools using terrarium  can be teaching tool (gardening 

model) 

 -expo hall -products that can be utilized on campus 

-Yesha: value Evergreen’s seminar system 

 -using buildings as a living lab & integrating into curriculum 

-Tilth 2014  organics certification 

Farm Bill: switched money from subsidies to crop insurance 

 people will sometimes say crops were destroyed and sell in a different market 

-SNAP benefits – if they buy fruits and vegetables then benefits area doubled 
compared to buying frozen food 

-SNAP benefits in Olympia Farmers Market  considering doubling benefits 

 



Clean Energy Committee Meeting 1/21/15 1:00PM 

Members Present: Nick W., Jesse H., Paisley G., Rhianna H. 

Students Present: Daron W. and Devon 

-script and powerpoint has been emailed out to members 

-ideas of potential faculty who can sit on the board of the CEC 

-draft letter to be emailed to CEC members (template) 

-1st students for sustainability meeting last Monday 

-Devon hopes to write an article for CEC in the Cooper Point Journal 

-suggestions for ideas: 

 -where the fees are going 

 -what projects CEC has supported 

 -CEERA 

-clean energy email access set up for all members 

-Daron will send short email about the University of Washington research project 

-Student Project Activity Report (SPAR)  group could go on probation if response 

isn’t given  will not be able to access funds if not property filled out 

-no group has gone on probation yet 

-SLARS  student activities (due Weeks 4 and 9 of the quarter) 

-discussion about the compost and recycling practices at TESC 

-if an article could be written in the Cooper Point Journal every other week based on 

CEC projects that would be a great way to get the word out and tell a continuous 

story  



Clean Energy Committee 2/4/15 

Seminar II C1107 1:30-2:30PM 

-Daniel Cherniske’s project update: 

 -History behind the Organic Farm Aquaponic Greenhouse 

 -30 ft X 15 ft Greenhouse 

 -deep water raft culture 

 -about three years old 

-takes six months for system to become stable at first due to scale & microorganisms 

need to be established 

-Updates: 

 -want to garner more student support 

 -reconnection to food system 

 -food justice 

 -ecology and food production 

 -Evergreen Aquaponics Club! 

-aquaponics as a recruitment opportunity for the campus; should be featured on 

the website 

-Issues with the Greenhouse: 

 -rats come in for food during winter 

 -more rat traps will be placed 

-ways to look for organic fish food options 

-more school groups coming to tour the system in March 

-greenaquaponics.com 

-TESC Aquaponics Facebook Page 

-Jeff Ladish’s update: 

 -bats at the organic farm 



 -grant for research equipment from CEC 

 -outreach about bat colony and public presentations 

 -citizen science outreach 

 -detector that reads sonic calls and can determine which species of bat 

 -bats are not around TESC in the winter 

 -hoping for a wildlife camera project  cameras have been purchased 

 -Jeff Ladish (jeff.ladish@gmail.com) 

 -Bats at TESC Farm House Facebook Page 

 -mixed maternal bat colony 

-Potential Faculty to contact: 

 -MES Kathleen Saul 

 -strategic planning workshop  certified trainer available to lead the workshop 

 -early spring 

-advertise CEC positions on CODA 

-transporation expo 

 -electric unicycle 

 -tabling for student input/feedback 

 -Western Washington University electric bikes distributed over spring quarter 

 -talk about dates for events 

-WAHESC (practitioner’s workshop) 

 -potential trip for the CEC members in Early July (9-10
th

) 

mailto:jeff.ladish@gmail.com


Clean Energy Committee 2/11/15 

-Meeting commenced at 1:00PM 

-Present: Nick Wooten, Rhianna Hruska, Yesha Maggi, and Greener Engineering Co-op 

-Greener Engineering Co-op (started Spring 2014) 

-sensors in aquaponics system on campus 

-working with RAD 

-grant written up on a google drive 

-DO sensor, temperature sensor, pH sensor 

-data will be available online 

-expand to have ion sensors 

-raising money to build 3D printer using recycled materials 

 -& device to recycle the plastic 

-workshops on programming 

-next week: workshop on geometric designs 

-meant to promote interest in programming in general 

-open forum for learning programming 

-startup weekend  ex: event in Seattle in Amazon building (Fri, Sat, Sun) people come together 

and pitch an idea.  Pick a group to work with and then present to a panel of judges on how to 

bring the project to life 

-potential idea: permanent installation in red square (bench with solar power roof) 

 -need to find company for product so TESC is not liable 

-Can application be put up for Information Desk Manager while the current person applies 

through GSU for the CEC Chair position 

-potentially visit Tacoma Campus and carpool 

-list of things to plan for next year 

-plan CEC computing training for next year 



-CEC retreat (day to sit down and go over everything) 

-Meeting Adjourned at 2:30PM 



Clean Energy Committee Meeting 3/6/15 

CEC Members: Paisley Gallagher and Rhianna Hruska 

-three Operating Manual Spaceship Earth students (Sophia, Nathan, Haley) 

-Operating Manual Spaceship Earth has a small grant system set up in the class; will not be 

available until Spring Quarter (students see it as supplementary) 

-two different projects 

 -zine on DIY crafts and fair barters (focusing on soap) 

-web presence (web series documentary project) 

-sustainability and design 

-interviewing ecovillages along the West Coast (going to intentional communities) 

-timeline: (April)  

(authorization to be excused from class: no written permission from faculty yet) 

-Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, maybe Wyoming, 

Montana, Idaho, Missouri 

-ex: solar showers or permaculture (many other issues) within the ecovillages 

-has already contacted Human Subjects Review 

-currently practicing interviews with people in the area 

-footage of cow farms or oil fields along the way 

-bringing project back to campus: 

 -fliers with QR code with the link to the video 

 -work with schools around Olympia 

-thoughts about finding ways to engage Evergreen community besides just screening: 

 -bringing other film or filmmakers from the community (mini film festival) 

 -component of what students can do with the information once they have seen the film 

 -Q & A with filmmakers 



Clean Energy Committee Hearing March 11, 2015 
 
CEC Members Present: Nicholas Wooten, Paisley Gallagher, Jesse Honiker, Yesha 
Maggi, and Rhianna Hruska 
 
-Thad Curtz from Carbon Thurston 
 -Faculty Emeritus 
-State-Wide Tax (Carbon Swap) 
-cut sales tax by 1% 
-provide tax rebate to some Washington families 
-Carbon Thurston is collecting signatures 
-hoping to have this on the ballot for the 2016 presidential election 
-Carbon Thurston is looking for interns to help with their campaign 
-email curtzt@nuprometheus.com for more information or to set up an internship 
 
-First Presenter: Daron Williams 
-won the Evergreen Sustainability Fellowship (ESF), which fully covered sensors 
and field equipment 
-looking for CEC funding to cover taxes on equipment not covered by ESF 
-also wants an outdoor time lapse camera 
-takes pictures every 10 minutes 
-University of Washington at Pack Forest is the research site 
-might make a MESA event 
-is required through MES to have a thesis presentation and have a thesis placed into 
the library 
-wants $330 for camera, and camera is about $100, wants $170 to cover 
tax/shipping or any broken equipment, other costs that may unexpectedly come up 
-zip ties, tape, about $50 ish 
-various versions of experiment, which requires different amounts of funding 
-potential ideas posed by CEC: 

-demonstration table to teach students about the research and why it is 
important 

Approved for $500 
 
-Second Presenter: Jeffrey Green   1:58PM 
-Stirling Engine project 
-will build with supervision of a professor during Spring Quarter 
-will build in the campus machine shop 
-asking for $500 
-hoping for a scale of 30 Watts 
-next design could be scaled up 
-the engine could be used as a demonstration device by professors 
-sketch of design prepared 
-potential ideas posed by CEC: 
 -suggestion of a blog post or concrete plan about where this is going to go 
  -RAD Sustainability blog or Cooper Point Journal 

mailto:curtzt@nuprometheus.com


 -suggestion of a placard about what the Stirling Engine is capable of 
-project needs clarifications: 
 -will be left in the hands of the science support center or faculty 
 -some sort of post will be written 
 -placard needs to be printed and put in a display case 
-Peter Robertson mentioned as a contact 
-Approved for the $500 
 
-Third Presenter: Greener Engineering Co-op 2:15PM 
-Aquaponics 
 -data collection system 
 -sensor on status of aquaponics system run by RAD 
-dissolved oxygen sensor 
-trying to prevent imbalance from happening 
-will cost $352.80 
-pH sensor kit 
-temperature sensor 
-arduino costs 
-brings involvement from multiple disciplines 
-maintenance instructions for when founders leave the school 
Approved for Funding 
 
-Fourth Presenter: Ecovillage Roadtrip  2:41PM 
-Sophia, Nathan, Haley 
-documentary film/web series about intentional communities 
-spread awareness for alternative living solutions 
-month on the road, all April 
-rest of quarter spent editing 
-ask: $1500 
-$800 on gas, $400 on food, and $200 on camp fees 
-film festival entrance fees 
-looking for more camera equipment 
-marketing and emergency equipment 
-Thurston County Community Television 
-Audio description to make it more accessible 
-reaching out to schools (younger generations) 
-Not Approved for Funding 
 
-Fifth Presenter: Greener Engineering Co-op 2:52PM 
-Prusa 3Vi 3D Printer with a filament extruder that is capable of recycling plastics 
such as PLA and ABS 
-reduces cost of groups supply purchases: print tools instead of buying them 
-can melt plastic water bottles 
-educational workshops with the final products 
-$865.66 to build 
-3D printers in the Cal are for academic use only 



-able to show how a separate 3D printer would work 
-available for non-academic work 
-ability to use the waste of mistakes 
-3D printing programs on campus 
-potential ideas posed by CEC: 
 -other S&A groups to have access to the 3D printer 
-Approved for Funding 
 
-Sixth Presenter: Joe Martino   3:07PM 
-triple the capacity of the 302 solar panels 
-making it something that is visible in housing 
-expanding data collection capacity 
-document what people may bring into the Mod 
 -ex: rice cookers 
-paint a picture of what solar can do in the NorthWest by starting in the Mods 
-workshop around solar 
-comprehensive packet 
-seen attendance and interest rise 
-South Sound needs to order the materials 
-took about two days to install 
-familiar with the process 
-Funding Approved 
 
-Seventh Presenter: Emily Dunn-Wilder  3:19PM 
-Bring another Yes Men to campus 
-hosting an event at Evergreen in April on a Wednesday from Noon-5PM 
-local non-profits, student groups, food vendors, environmental film festival 
-Les Purce will sign Real Food Commitment 
-potential ideas posed by CEC: 
 -survey people during the workshop 
 -CEC can come and talk before the workshop 
-may be approved for funding, needs the approval of a staff member first 
 



CEC Meeting  4/15/15 1:00PM-2:30PM 

Members Present: Nick Wooten, Paisley Gallagher, Yesha Maggi, Devon Merriman, 

Rhianna Hruska 

Students Present: Brandt Detering 

-Brandt attended the beginning of the meeting to talk about Brandt’s CEC Logo 

Design 

 -found the contest through a MES Facebook Post by Rhianna 

 -included the power symbol that says CEC in the logo design 

 -logo without the sunflower could be easier to view online & on grayscale 

 -logo may be printed on a variety of different documents for CEC 

 -logo that includes ‘student-funded’ and one without 

-Meeting continues with just CEC members 

-wordpress set-up and feedback 

-FERPA Law prevents last names and contact information to be posted on the 

website 

-former applications as examples for students who are interested in applying for 

future funding should be included on the webpage 

-search function to be added on the CEC Wordpress 

-Conferences to consider: 

 -OHESC in February 2016 in Eugene, OR 

 -WA Energy Conference 

 -a conference in the Town Hall in Seattle, WA 

 -will keep searching for conference opportunities 



-Devon emailed the projects on Monday requesting that they fill out their SPARS by 

Friday at 5PM 

 -can email a reminder again today 

-Cooper Point Journal article (on Earth Day or CEC funded projects) 

-John Ford with KAOS Radio assisted with the CEC powerpoint by providing voice-

overs 

-Sustainability Map Layers and Ideas 

 -tab for events (past events and projects) 

 -CEC Project Layers or tags 

-Earth Day Hours for Tabling 

-no more than 3 questions for CAP update 

 -answers will inform Scott Morgan’s research on the Climate Action Plan 

 -question with 3-5 checkmarks 

 -easy to code 

-10 minute talk for CEC before the 5-7pm Yes Men Workshop 

-$200 printing cost for budget next year 

 -printing a few laminates and posting them around campus 

-small event budget ($300) could be used for one event or multiple throughout the 

year 

-CEERA student position: 

 -point person in Scott Morgan’s office 

 -can assist with CEC tasks 

 -point person for CEERA 



 -$12/hr, work study would cover 75% 

 -Scott Elliott recommended finding a student this quarter 

-next hearing: vote on creation of position, and student could be hired by the end of 

Spring Quarter 

-Google Doc: created to edit the CEERA student position’s job description 

-Catalog: look through progams that fit CEERA 

 -science research, build projects, or education activism 

-CEC program selection for CEERA, then can send invites to those programs 

 --> programs will be able to get funding in the Fall 

 --> professors will be able to plan and consider the funding in their course 

2:09PM 

-next year: work with Deans’ Office: 

 -talk about advertising 

 -interview process for programs 

 -applications passed to CEC to decide which programs are included in CEERA 

-can contact Nick Wooten next year with questions about campus, CEC, CEERA, etc. 

-examples of CEC funded projects: 

 -bikes at CRC 

 -bike racks in front of the library 

 -eggplant dishwashers 

 -aquaponics at the Farm 

 -RAD Projects (ex: solar panels) 

 -LED Lighting in Experimental Theater 



Clean Energy Committee Hearing 4/27/15 3:00PM 

Committee Members Present: Nick Wooten, Paisley Gallagher, Yesha Maggi, Rhianna Hruska, 

Devon Merriman 

-Decisions will be sent to Tom Mercado and Jeanne Rynne 

-Yesha Maggi: 

 -sustainability map work with Paisley Gallagher 

 -map would have tags depending on project or theme 

-online resource for people to see what is sustainable on campus 

-plug in on wordpress called MapMarkers 

-$60 to pay for a 3 year license of MapMarkers (price in Euros, may change by a few $s) 

-will help anyone on campus using a wordpress site 

-will be a new way to incorporate maps 

-after 3 years, renewal could come from Academic Computing budget 

-will be an Evergreen site (GSPN) 

-putting CEC funded protects on the website 

-GSPN (database of sustainability projects) 

-also building documentation pages 

-resources on how to take on a project  who students would need to talk to 

-faculty could eventually use this 

-Tom Sprague (marketing director of Evergreen)  sees possibility in these ideas 

-thinks it could help with student retention 

 -sites.evergreen.edu/gspn 

-had an Independent Learning Contract with EJ Zita as the sponsor to put together the 

GSPN 

-collaborated with two students from EJ Zita’s program 

-3 votes for the application, 2 recusals due to conflict of interest 



-Rhianna Hruska:    3:19PM 

 -Aquaponics Parts Request 

 -Solar tube, API water testing kits, greenhouse vents, watering can 

 -RAD will help with installation 

 -letter of support from Sharon Goodman 

-solar tube will be installed on the RAD aquaponic greenhouse to bring light to the lower 

plant beds over the summer, this way grow lights will not need to be purchased 

-greenhouse vents are needed because the current ones are broken 

 -motion to provide $325.90 

 -4 approvals 

-Melissa Barrett:   3:40PM 

 -installation of a garden at the sustainable agriculture lab 

 -cuts down on costs of field trips/travel 

 -nine major plant families represented 

 -site currently not being used (it is covered in wood chips) 

 -design ideas (inviting with a gate) 

 -general layout example in powerpoint provided 

 -inserting an informational sign about the garden 

-maintenance of the garden (programs that utilize the Organic Farm will have lab 

cleanups at the end of the quarter) 

-tentative list of plants 

-perennial plants for permaculture 

-plants from each family would bloom in both Spring and Fall 

-harder to find blooms when programs are being taught at different times in the quarter 

-quantities: most are starts 

-crop botany taught every other year 



  goes by plant Family each week 

  will use the garden every week 

-discussions with two other professors about integrating the garden into their curriculum 

-labor cost over summer going to just Melissa ($14/hour)  needs to be cleared with 

Facilities 

-open application needed for job creation 

-needs to avoid conflict of interest 

-applicants should talk to Tom Mercado, Jeanne Rynne, and Scott Elliott 

-Molly Mullins sent previous proposal for these ideas 

-could possibly have a contract in Fall for Melissa to work on the project 

-labor costs and interpretive panels taken out of the proposal, gives more time for 

applicant to think about these points and come back to the next hearing 

-they have met with CLUC and was asked for information on water source and their 

proposal will be passed to someone else for approval 

-$2910  everything minus labor and interpretive panels 

-want to see a plan for the panel to say CEC funded 

-CEC wants to see what it looks like and where it will be purchased from (outline of 

content) 

-bring educational ideas for main campus so students who may not usually go to the farm 

can learn about the garden 

-Motion: $2, 091 

 -5 approvals 

-Forrest Tanner 4:13PM 

 -applicant Forrest Tanner did not show up to the hearing 

 -funding will not be given for the application 



Clean Energy Committee Hearing   May 20, 2015 

Present: Rich Davis, Scott Morgan, Nick Wooten, Paisley Gallagher, Devon Merriman, Yesha 

Maggi, Rhianna Hruska, Jonas Upman 

1:30PM 

-carbon credits for travel 

-phone number in the office in SEM II  call department for voicemail setup 

-Yesha’s Motion for carbon credit 

-2
nd

 Motion by Rhianna 

All Approve, None Opposed 

-Budget: 

 -conference attendance  team building  gain an understanding of the industry 

-small speaker budget 

-either OHESC in February or BECC in October 

-consider price 

-BECC  energy conservation choices, behavioral economics 

 when we go, provide a summary about the conference on the website 

-Rhianna’s Motion for Budget C (BECC) 

-2
nd

 Motion by Yesha 

All Approve 

1:47PM 

-Fair hiring practices: position open for application, go through CODA, interviews 

-CEC is technically cleared for fellowships  have not found point person yet 

2:55PM 

Rhianna temporarily leaves meeting, Notes below by Nick Wooten 

Discussion of hiring Process 



 -favor putting on CODA 

 -sit on hiring committee? 

 -how to practice fair hiring process 

 -should CEC hire position 

Policy: 

 -opportunity for CEC to be a part of hiring and the screening process 

 -on CODA 

Stirling Engine 

 -can we make it accessible to other students? 

 -what would that look like? 

 -overview of progress of stirling engine 

  ran into some challenges with machinery 

 -someone could alter the engine by changing the piston, change the stroke, etc. 

-if you want people to work on it, have a sign in the display case that informs students 

how to check it out 

-option to make solar compatible and optimization over summer 

 there are challenges with machinery access on campus 

Application #3: Map project 

 -hire evergreen grad 

 -Anders is an alum with experience in map making 

 -reference to support docs not presented 

 -have no contacted GIS professors on campus 

-have not connected with recent map project in order to reduce costs associated with re-

doing work relevant to the project 

-open for deliberation 

-motion to resubmit the project with assurances 



-how does it fit sustainability? 

-mock ups of project 

-geographic? Art? 

-what component? 

-other support doc 

-GIS 

All in Favor 4-0 Not funded 

Application #4:  

 -application to create student position with office of sustainability 

 a person to lead tours, update sustainability website, work to get faculty using living 

labs on campus, acting as an in between 

 Support docs submitted 

-job description 

-job “handbook” 

-submission of updated budget 

 -request for three years 

 -would work with Scott Morgan 

-averages 15 hours a week for 10 weeks 

-position would be work study 

-job not fully completed in support docs 

-support from Jeanne, Scott, Todd Sprague 

-Yesha plans on assisting 

-Questions: 

 -is 1 year adequate? Why 3 years? 

 -couldn’t Yesha be the applicant? 



 -Scott could apply 

-If masters students are allowed the position, advertise to admits as well so they can stay 

the full two years 

-not as many grad students get work study 

-what is the efficacy? 

 -do you get bang for the buck? 

-review after 1 year 

-Motion: 1 year term with thorough review 

Yes 4 / No 0 

Rhianna returns to the meeting and resumes notes 

3:12PM 

-Professor Nancy Koppelman 

-Earth Dynamics 

-climate change science 

-history of technology 

-habits interrogated for climate impact 

-Evergreen Press interested in publishing student work  7 separate essays 

-dedicated librarian for the project 

-students not writing for credit 

-Evergreen Van 

-visit to museum in Seattle for a day 

-writing/education projects 

-$82 a day for van, no additional cost for gas since they will be traveling to Seattle 

-press in Shelton that publishes on demand 

-copy of book to archives and one to the library 



-creation of essay on trip for the website 

-someone from the project present at one of the tabling events (preferably at the beginning of the 

academic year) 

All in Favor 

3:31PM 

Application #6  Food Systems Working Group 

-extra documents shared to cleanenergy email account 

-Chair and Vice Chair stipends 

-asked for GSU or S&A funding, but did not receive the funding 

-will put the position on CODA 

-CEC member as part of the hiring process 

-mentioned a CEC member on the board 

-one of the FSWG members mentioned that CEC projects tend to “just fizzle” after a quarter… 

-coordinators with stipends to help with calculator “in more efficient way” 

-seeking institutional funding for the year after 

-CEC will not fund the application again 

-more specific job description roles and information for the position 

-“log book” to keep a history 

-give feedback to CEC 

-point person to establish who they are working with now 

-Sharon Goodman will be the point person for the funding 

-Yesha passes Motion 

-Rich 2nds the Motion 

-All in Favor 

4:00PM 


